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TABLES Gi—G7GOVERNMENT 8ii
G 1Net .Encome Originating by Type (millions of dollars)
PAY. TO
WACES&I'ENSIONSEMPL. INDI- NET NET
SALARIES & RELIEFCOMP.INTEREST VIDUALSSAVINGSINCOME
(i) (2) (3) (6) (7)
1919 3,646 380 4,026 1,044 5,071—1,303 3,768
/920 3,385 491 3,877 1,246 5,123 1,894 7,017
1921 3,431 551 3,982 1,264 5,247 6,205
1922 3,410 545 3,956 1,326 5,282 854
1923 3,549 549 4,099 1,331 5,431i,6ti 7,042
1924 3,732 549 4,281 1,279 5,560 1,717 7,277
1925 3,940 527 4,467 1,284 5,751 1,614 7,365
1926 4,147 532 4,680 1,281 5,962 2,151
1927 4,376 559 4,936 1,254 6,190 2,293 .
1928 576 5,152 1,240 6,392 1,897 8,289
1929 4,777 6o7 5,385 1,263 6,648 2,225 8,873
1930 4,904 644 5,549 1,2666,8i6 2,104 8,920
4,986 802 5,788 1,278 7,066 3447410
4,808 908 5,716 1,364 7,081—go6 6,175
1933 4,364 1,790 6,154 1,461 7,616—113 7,503
1934 4,504 2,690 7,194 1,568 8,763—575 8,i88
1935 4,901 2,849 7,751 1,489 9,240—1,736 7,504
5,334 3,539 1,53710,412—2,196 8,216
1937 2,947 8,546 z,68i10,227 49710,724
1938 5,862 3,438 9,301 i,68g10,990—175
*Reliefpayments included are, in millions of dollars:
1931 59 1933 1,128 1935 2,173 1937 2,190
1932 132 1931 2,087 '936 2,822 '938 2,621812 PART FOUR
G 2Wages and Salaries (millions of dollars)
FEDERAL
Judi- PUBLIC
Leg.cialCivil •MilitaryTotal STATE COUNTY CITYEDUC.TOTAL
(1) (2) .(a) (s,) (6) ('j) (8) (g) (io)
1919 10.13.5 7281,3242,066 155149 582 6925,646
1920 11.13.6 815 6gg1,529 179176 684 8153,885
1921 10.7 792 511 195209 726 9823,431
1922 10.13.5 783 3411,158 195223 7391,1145,410
1923 10.2 834 2961,144 205231 7911,1755,549
1924 10.53.7 86g 2911,174 223247 8451,2403,752
7925 11.13.8 gi8 3o31,236 246247 8871,522
1926 11.75.8 3061,284 237259 9511,4154,147
1927 11.94.9 986 3001,305 265281 1,0271,5014,576
1928 12.55.81,026 2981,343 2823031,0731,5734,575
1929 13.05.51,073 3041,396 2963251,128 4,777
.1930 1,097 1,423 315341 1,154i,66g4,904
'93' 13.75.91,119 3031,442 3581,177 4,986
1932 13.1 1,051 2881,358 3395491,1371,6224,808
1933 12.15.3 941 2611,220 330 1,015 1,4814,564
1934 12.55.31,133 2641,415 3465221,0141,4074,504
1935 13.95.71,363 2951,678 3361,0401,4654,901
1936 14.4 1,550 3221,892 4183561,1171,5495,534
1937 6.o1,545 3421,908 47° 1,1821,6565,598
'938 14.56.41,546 3641,931 5024031,307 5,862
Including the Post 0111cc Department.
GPensions and Employee Compensation 1 (millions of dollars)
PENSIONS EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION
Fed.StateCountyCity2Total Fed.StateCounty City 2Total
(1) (2) (6) ('y) (8) (g) (10)
1919 321 32.5 2.0 24.8 g8o 2,587 187 151 1,500 4.026
1920 406 2.9 29.0 491 1,935 235 179 1,528
1921 440 76.7 4.0 50,5 551 1,759 270 213 1,740 3,982
7922 445 68.6 ' 1,583 264 226i,88i
1923 427 79.2 4.2 58.8 549 1,572 284 256 2,006 4,099
7924 403 5.1 44.8 549 1,573 319 252 2,131 4,281
1925 419 50.2 527 1,655 300 251 2,259 4,467
1926 451 28.1 2.6 50.3 532 1,756 265 261 2,417 4,680
7927 474 27.2 2.8 55.6 559 1,777 290 283 2,584 4,936
1928 483 27.9 3.2 62.7 576 1,826 310 2,709 5,152
1929 511 28.2 5.4 64.9 607 1,908 524 529 2,825 5,385
7930 559 29.0 3.7 72.8 644 1,962 344 345 2,8965,549
7931 623 29.5 4.4 743 2,124 366 362 2,934 5,729
1932 645 no.6 o,.7 776 2,135 370 354 2,856 5,584
1933 522 30.5 3.5 106 662 2,87° 321 2,601 5,026
1934 451 33.1 3.9 114 3,953 379 325 2,535 5,107
1935 516 4.2 117 676 4,367 419 340 2,622 5,578
.7936 550 41.1 4.2 122 717 5,265 459 360 2,789 6,052
1937 573 46.3 4.7 133 757 2,972 6,356
6oi 50.5 5.4 i6o 817 5,154 555 408 3,1846,68o
'Exc%uding relief payments. 2 lnc\udirig public education.GOVERNMENT
C Interest (millions of dollars)
FEDERAL
PublicPostal
debt savingsTotal STATE COUNTY CITY TOTAL
(1) (2) (4) (6) (7)
1919 819 2.3 822 —5.8 37.8 190 1,044
1920 1,010 2.2 1,012 —8.4 40.7 201 1,246
1921 993 2.2 995 —6.8 47.6 228 1,264
1,022 2.1 1,024 —0.3 53.6 248 1,326
1923 996 2.1 4.2 65.2 263 1,331
1924 910 2.2 912 8.5 77.7 280 1,279
1925 856 2.3 859 14.2 97.4 313 1,284
1926 809 2.3 812 15.5 104 349 1,281
1927 759 2.5 762 15.7 94.6 381 1,254
1928 705 2.6 7o8 18.7 101 412 1,240
1929 668 2.6 671 20.5 126 445 .1,263
1930 620 2.7 622 26.5 121 496 1,266
'93' 613 3.4 6a6 105 519 1,278
7932 637 7.3 645 47.0 110 562 1,364
'933 713 12.8 726 57.1 ill 566 1461
'934 817 17.3. • 61.7 io8 564
'935 764 19.0 783 58.6 103 543 1489
1936 794 19.2 8ig 55.0 572 1,537
'937 895 21.1 gIG 51.7 88.6 623 t,68i
1938 919 21.9 941 48.1 81.9 6i8 i,68g
CTotal Payments to Individuals (millions of dollars)
FEDERAL STATE COUNTY CITY * TOTAL
(1) (2) (4)
7919 3,209 i8i 189 1,490 5,071
1920 2,948 224 220 1,730 5,123
1921 2,754 263 260 i,g68 5,247
1922 2,608 263 280 2,130 5,282
1923 2,571 288 301 2,269 5,431
1924 2,490 327 330 2,412 5,560
1925 2,514 315 348 2,573 5,751
1926 2,548 281 366 2,766 5,962
7927 2,539 305 378 2,966 6,190
1928 2,534 32a 407 3,121 6,392
1929 2,579 345 455 3,269 6,648
1930 2,585 371 466 3,392 6,8i6
'93' 2,741 403 468 3,453 7,066
1932 2,780 417 464 3,418 7,081
1933 3,596 417 433 3,168 7,616
'934 4,788 441 434 3,099 8,763
'935 5,151 479 444 3,166 9,240
'936 6,079 514 456 3,362 10,412
7937 5,588 568 474 3,596 10,227
'p;S 6,095 . 6oi 490 10,990
*Includingpublic education.814 PART FOUR
G 6Net Savings (millions of dollars)
NET
CHANGE IN SECURITYASSETS VALUE, CHANGE IN PUBLIC DEBT
F £ DE KAL STATE PUBLIC State NET
ForeignOtherTotal & LOCAL TOTAL CONSTR. Federal & localTotal SAVINGS
(t) (2) (6) (7) (8) (9)(to)
1919 2,052 66 2,t181492,268 1,5204,539 5525,091 —1,505
1920 312 49 104 465 826 —1,320 717—6og 1,894
1921 —24 110 86268 3541,149—528 1,075 545 958
1922 4—216—212347 1551,277—5041,062 854
1923 256—152 104246 5501,148—983 870—113i,Gii
1924 232 —47 279 4641,397—972 i,ii6 144 1,717
1925 —12 0 —12268 256 1,628—745 1,015 2701,614
1926 178 19 197236 433 1,599 —1,072 953—119 2,151
1927 i86 —52 134274 4081,814 —i,o88 1,017 —712,293
1928 —8 —i —9 302 294 1,887—729 1,013 284 1,897
1929 251 113 364283 646i,8og—9121,142 2302,225
'930 424 99 523155 6782,171—4051,150 745 2,104
1931 705 890 —209 68t i,g8o 1,644 673 2,317 344
1932 0.5i,i,61,117 —112i,oo61,2462,929 229 —goG
'933 1191,1691,288 3021,590 6342,591—2542,337—113
'934 154 i,io61,240344 1,585 8'' 5,241—2722,969—575
1935 0 283 283 301 584 742 2,868 1943,062 —1,736
1936 0 gg6139 5351,372 4,013 904,105 —2,196
1937 11,0931,094 22i,ii6 1,,0921,732 —211,711 497




Leg.cialCivil *MilitaryTotal STATE COUNTY CITY EDUC.TOTAL
(1) (2) (6) ('i) (8) (g)(io)
1919 4.62.8 693 1,0871,786 '6° 567 832 3,497
1920 4.6i.8 702 345 t68156 579 86,2,820
1921 4.6i.8 604 389 i66166 548 9072,787
1922 4.6i.8 567 273 847 164174 552 9462,685
1923 4.6'.8 250 167179 586 971 2,715
7924 4.6'.8 267 835 179 i8g 622 1,0012,826
1925 4.6i.8 261 197184 1,0422,891
1926 4.6 '.8 563 257 827 185187 1,08°2,937
1927 4.6 260 828 203195 6751,104 3,007
1928 4.6'.8 570 263 Sgg 206207 7021,124g,o8o
1929 4.6'.8 267 862 212217 715 1,155 5,162
1930 4.62.0 599 266 875 224224 722t,i6g3,213
1931 4.7 2.06ii 262 88o 238253 7271,1745,254
1932 4.7 1.9 598 259 864 243237 738 i,i68 3,251
1933 4.7 1.8 593 255 245233 7231,1423,199
1934 4.7 1.8 677 257 941 259238 726 1,1293,296
1935 4.91.9 '774 268 1,050 283 244 7291,1503,457
1936 5.12.0 859 3001,167 300257 1,1823,675
1937 5,22.1 862 3201,190 325270 7921,222g,8oi
1938 5.22.2 846 3341,187 334280 835 1,222
'IncludingthePostOffice Department.GOVERNM:ENT 815
TABLE G 1
Net Income Originating by Type
Col. z Wages and salaries: see Table G 2.
Col. 2Pensionsand relief: see Table G for pensions. For 193 1—38
relief payments, a total of work and direct relief, are included. The
work relief estimates are from the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, National Income Division (see the Survey of Current
Business, June 1940). The direct relief figures begin in 1933, and
for 1933—35 are from the Statistical Summary of Emergency Relief
Activities, january '933 through December '935; the 1936—38
figures are from the Social Security Bulletin, February 1940.
Cot.Employee compensation: sum of col. 1 and 2.
Col.Interest: see Table G 4.
Col.Tota! payments to individuals: sum of col. 3 and 4.
Col. 6 Net savings: see Table C 6.




Col. r Legislative: for 1929—38, estimates prepared by the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, National Income Division;
for the description of their sources and methods see National In-
conicinthe United States, 1929—35. The 1929 estimate is extrapo-
lated to 1919 by the figures on pay, reported as such by the Treasury
Department in the Combined Statement of the Receipts and Ex-
penditures, Balances, etc. of the United States.
Col. 2 Judicial: see the notes to col. 1.
Cot. 3 Civil executive, including Post Office: see the notes to coi. i.
The pay of Post Office employees is estimated separately from that
of other civil executive departments.
Col.Military:for cash pay see the notes to col. i. Estimates are
made separately for the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast
Guard.
The estimates of allowance for subsistence in 1929 and later years
are from the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, National8i6 PART FOUR
Income Division. For 19 19—28 allowance for subsistence is esti-
mated by multiplying the per capita figures by the estimated mili-
tary personnel (see the notes to Table G 7). Per capita subsistence
figures for 1929 are derived from the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce estimates and extrapolated to 1919 by the
BLS of the wholesale price of food.
Gui.Total: sum of col. 1—4.
STATE
Col. 6 Tàtal: for igi9—31and'937, the product of operating ex-
penditures and the ratio of salaries and wages to them. Salaries and
wages in sample states are used to interpolate between and
1937 and to extrapolate for 1938.
The ratio of salaries and wages to operating expenditures in 1926
is from the 'Extent, Costs and Significance of Public Employment
in the United States', by William E. Mosher and Sophie Polah,
National Municipal Review, Supplement, January 1932. This
ratio is extrapolated for other years by the ratios for sample states.
Operating expenditures are the sum of expenditures for general
operation and maintenance, excluding schools, and for public
service operation and maintenance (given for the fiscal years 1919,
192 1—31, and 1937 in Financial Statistics of Slates). Since the 1921
figure reported is incomplete, it is raised by the 1922 ratio of total
expenditures to expenditures of those states reporting in 1921. The
1920 figure is interpolated between 1919 and 1921 by the operating
expenditures of sample states, as given in state auditors' reports
for 1919, 1920, 1921. The 1932 figure is based on partial data for
41 states as published by the Bureau of the Census. Since there is a
preponderance of fiscal year periods ending June 30, averages of
pairs of fiscal years are assumed to represent operations for calen-
dar years.
The operating expenditures for the sample states are from Finan-
cial Statistics of States. Wages and salaries for these states, 1919—29,
are from state auditors' reports. For 1929 and later years they are
from questionnaire returns of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, National Income Division.
The states and years for which wages and salaries are available
and for which the ratio of wages and salaries to operating expendi-
tures is derived are:GOVERNMENT 817
New York, Massachusetts, Illinois, Ohio, and Indiana
1920-21 New York, Massachusetts, Illinois, Ohio, Indiana, and Iowa
1921—23 New York, Massachusetts, Illinois, Ohio, Indiana, Iowa, West Virginia,
and. Washington
1923—24 New York, Massachusetts, Ohio, Indiana, Iowa, West Virginia, and
Washington
Massachusetts, Ohio, Indiana, iowa, West Virginia, Washington, and
Illinois
1925—26 Massachusetts, Ohio, Indiana, Iowa, West Virginia, Washington, and
Illinois
'926—29 New York, Massachusetts, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, West Virginia, and
Washington
1929—31 Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Ohio,
Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Kansas, Delaware, Tennessee, Mon-
tana, Nevada, Pennsylvania, Indiana, Virginia, North Carolina, Wash-
ington, and Wyoming
1931 and 1937 The states listed for 1929-31 except Ohio and Indiana; and,in
addition, South Dakota and Utah
The states whose wage and salary data are used to estimate the
total wage and salary bill since 1931 are, by fiscal years:
193 1—32 Those listed for 1929—31 except Massachusetts; and, in addition, Michi-
gan
1932—34 Those listed for 1931—32 and, in addition, New Hampshire, Massachu-
setts, Rhode Island, Iowa, Georgia, Utah, and South Dakota
Those listed for 1932—34 except Rhode Island and Kansas
'935—36 Those listed for 1934—35 except Ohio; and, in addition, Kansas and
California
1936-37 Those listed for 1935—36 except Michigan and Georgia; and, in addi-
tion, Missouri, Maryland, Oklahoma, and Kentucky
1937—38 Those listed for 1936—37 except Maine, Vermont, New Jersey, iowa,
Kentucky, Massachusetts, Oklahoma, Wyoming, and Call-
fonda; and, in addition, Michigan and Florida
In interpollatrng the total between 1919 and 1921 the operating
expenditure figures of New York, Massachusetts, Illinois, Iowa,
Ohio, and Indiana are used.
COUNTY
Col. 7 Totcil: in the Mosher and Polah report referred to above,
total wages and salaries in 1926 are given by four geographic
regions. They are estimated for the other years from 1919 through
1931 by applying to the estimated operating expenditures in each
year the 1926 ratio of wages and salaries to operating expenditures.8i8 PART FOUR
The items included in operating expenditures are the same as for
states and are reported for 1912and1931inthe Census of Wealth,
Debt and Taxation, 1913,andFinancial Stalistics of State and
Local Governments, 1932.Tnterpolationfor intervening years is by
the operating expenditures of the states in each geographic region.
For 1932—35thecombined total of wages and salaries for states and
cities is used as an index of county wages and salaries. For 1936—38
the estimates are extrapolated from 1935bysample county data
(from the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, National
Income Division).
CITY EXCLUDING PUBLIC EDUCATION
Col. 8 Total: estimated for (i)city-countyconsolidations, (2)cities
over (3) cities of 250,000—500,000, cities of ioo,ooo—
250,000, citiesunder ioo,ooo. The fifth group, in which all the
smaller municipalities are included, is divided for 1919—31into
cities of 50,000—100,000, 30,000—50,000,andunder 30,000.The
first group is estimated by adding the New York City data, avail-
able throughout the period, to the estimate for city-county consoli-
dations excluding New York City.
a) The Larger Cities: The method for all groups of 5o,ooo or
over for 1919—31 and of ioo,ooo or over for the years after 1931Is
the same as that used in estimating state wages and salaries (see
the notes to col. 6). Basic operating expenditures for the calendar
years 1918, 1920, and 1922—36 are from Financial Statistics of
Cities. The data for cities are incomplete in 1920 and are raised to
the total by the average of the ratios in igi8 and 1922 of the total
for all cities in the given size group to those reporting for 1920.
Interpolation for 1919 and 1921 is by sample city data from audi-
tors' reports. The 1926 ratio of wages and salaries to operating
expenditures, from the Mosher and Polah report, is extrapolated
for other years by sample data. For 1919—29 the sample city wage
and salary data are from auditors' reports. For later years they are
from questionnaire returns of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, National Income Division. The 193 7—38 estimates of
wages and salaries are extrapolated from 1936 by sample city data.
The cities whose operating expenditures are used to interpolate
total operating expenditures between 1918,1920,and 1922 are:GOVERNMENT 8ig
i: For city-county consolidations, excluding New York City: Denver,
Cob., and Washington, D. C.
GroupChicago, 111.
GroupCincinnati, Ohio
GroupOakland, Cal., Yonkers, N. Y., and Providence, R. I.
GroupFor cities o- Saginaw, Mich., Rockford, Ill., Manches-
ter, N. H., and Allentown, Pa.
The cities and years for which wages and salaries are available
through 1938 and whose ratio of wages and salaries to operating
expenditures is used to extrapolate the 1926 ratios back to 1919 and
through L936 are:
Group i:
1919—29 Denver, Cob., and Washington, D. C.
1929—30 Denver, Cob., Washington, D. C., and Baltimore, Md.
1930—3 1Denver, Cob., Washington, D, C., Baltimore, Md., and Philadelphia, Pa.
193 1—32 Denver, Cob., Washington, D. C., and Philadelphia, Pa.
1932—33 Denver, Cob., Washington, D. C., Philadelphia, Pa., and St. Louis, Mo.
1933—35 Denver, Cob., Washington, D.C., Philadelphia, Pa., St. Louis, Mo., Bal-
timore, Md., and San Francisco, Cal.
1935—38 Denver, Cob,, Washington, D. C., St. Louis, Mo., San Francisco, Cal.,
Philadelphia, Pa., and New Orleans, La.
Group
1919—29Chicago, Ill.
1929—30Chicago,Ill., Los Angeles, Cal., Cleveland, Ohio, and Pittsburgh, Pa.
1930-31 Chicago, Ill., Detroit, Mich., Los Angeles, Cal., Cleveland, Ohio, Pitts-
burgh, Pa., and Buffalo, N. Y.
1931—32 Chicago, Ill., Detroit, Mich., Cleveland, Ohio, Pittsburgh, Pa., and Buf-
lab, N. Y.
1932—33 Chicago, Ill., Detroit, Mich., Cleveland, Ohio, Pittsburgh, Pa., Mil-
waukee, Wis., and Buffalo, N. Y.
Theentire group: Chicago, Ill., Detroit, Mich., Los Angeles, Cal., Cleve-
land, Ohio, Boston, Mass., Pittsburgh, Pa., Milwaukee, Wis., and Buf-
iYalo, N. Y. Since the total is available for 1926 and 1933 the final esti-
mates for intervening years are interpolated by the estimates obtained
by multiplying operating expenditures by the ratio of wages and
salaries to them.
'937—38 The cities listed for except Milwaukee
Group
19119—20 Cincinnati, Ohio
1920—22 Cincinnati, Ohio, and Rochester, N. Y.
1922—29 Cincinnati, Ohio, Rochester, N. Y., and Louisville, Ky.
1929—30 Cincinnati, Ohio, Newark, N. J., Kansas City, Mo., Seattle, Wash.,
Rochester, N. Y., Louisville, Ky., Portland, Ore., Columbus, Ohio,
Houston, Texas, St. Paul, Minn., Akron, Ohio, Providence, R. I.,
Birmingham, Ala.Sw PART POUR
'930—32 The cities listed for 1929—30 and, in addition, Oakland, Cal., and Dal-
las, Texas
1932—33 The cities listed for 1930—32 and, in addition, Atlanta, Ga., Toledo,
Ohio, and Minneapolis, Minn.
1933—34 The cities listed for 1932—33 except Louisville
1934—35 The cities listed for 1933—34 except Toledo
'935—36 The cities listed for 1934—35 except Newark and Houston; and, in ad-
dition, Louisville, Ky.
1936—37 The cities listed for 1935—36 except Akron; and, in addition, Toledo,
Ohio
'937—38 The cities listed for 1936—37 except Kansas City, Rochester, Toledo,
and Oakland
Group
1919-29 Oakland, Cal., Yonkers, N. Y., and Providence, R. I.
1929—30 Salt Lake City, Utah, Cambridge, Mass., Duluth, Minn., Yonkers,
N. Y., Bridgeport, Conn., Camden, N. J., Evansville, md., Fort Worth,
Texas, Long Beach, Cal., New Bedford, Mass., Oklahoma City, Okla.,
Omaha, Paterson, N. J., Reading, Pa., Richmond, Va., San
Antonio, Texas, Scranton,Pa., South Bend, md., Tampa, Fla.,
Wichita, Kans., Albany, N. Y., Somerville, Mass., Spokane, Wash.,
Tacoma, Wash., El Paso, Texas, Norfolk, Va., Jacksonville, Fla., and
Fort Wayne, md.
'930-32 The cities listed for 1929—30 and, in addition, San Diego, Cal.
1932—33 The citieslisted for 1930—32 and, in addition, Springfield, Mass.,
Worcester, Mass., Elizabeth, N. J., Lynn, Mass., and Grand Rapids,
Mich.
'933—34 The cities listed for 1932—33 and, in addition, Flint, Mich., and New
Haven, Conn.
1934—35 The cities listed for 1933—34 and, in addition, Kansas City, Kans., and
Utica, N. Y.
1935—36 The cities listed for 1934—35 except Yonkers and Scranton
1936—37 The cities listed for 1935—36exceptSan Diego and Worcester; and, in
addition, Des Moines, Iowa
'937—38 The cities listed for 1936—37 except Cambridge, Flint, Paterson, and
Des Moines
Group
1919—29 Saginaw, Mich., Rockford, Ill., Manchester, N. H., and Allentown, Pa.
1929-30 Allentown, Pa., Savannah, Ga., Saginaw, Mich., Manchester, N. H.,
Lincoln, Nebr., Huntington, W. Va., Pueblo, Cob., Binghamton,
N. Y., Rockford, Ill., Austin, Texas, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Davenport,
Iowa, East Orange, N. J., Hammond, Greensboro, N. C., Hobo-
ken, N. J., Kalamazoo, Mich., McKeesport, Pa.,St. Joseph, Mo.,
Topeka, Kans., Mt. Vernon, N. Y., Pasadena, Cal., and San Jose, Cal.
1930—31 The cities listed for 1929—30 and, in addition, Covington, Ky.GOVERNMENT 821
b) The Smaller Cities: The estimates of wages and salaries in
cities with populations under 50,000 through 1931 are derived
similarly to those for larger cities but the basic data are not avail-
able in as great detail.
Operating expenditures are estimated as follows:
For cities of 30,000—50,000 in 1918, 1920, and 1922—31 they are
from Financial Statistics of Cities. Since the 1920 figure as reported
is incomplete it is raised to the total by the average of the ratios in
1918 and 1922 of the totals to the cities reporting in 1920.
For cit:[es of 2,500—30,000 and of 30,000 or over, operating ex-
penditures, including school costs, in 1912 and 1931 are from the
Census oJ Wealth, Debt and Taxation, 1913, and Financial Statis-
tics of Slate and Local Governments, 1932, respectively. The ratio
of the per capita cost for cities of 2,500—30,000 to that for cities of
30,000 or over is determined for 1912 and 1931, and interpolated
along a st:raight line. This ratio is then used to extrapolate the 1912
ratio of per capita cost, excluding education, for cities of 2,500—
3o,ooo (as determined from the Census of Wealthy Debt and Taxa-
tion, 19151) to that for cities of 30,000 or over. The resulting ratio
applied to the per capita cost, excluding education, for cities of
30,000 or over yields an estimate of per capita cost, excluding edu-
cation, fo:r cities of 2,500—30,000. Total operating expenditures are
estimated by multiplying the per capita by the population figures.
For municipalities with populations under 2,500 the 1931 per
capita operating expenditures, including school costs, are from
Financial Statistics of State and Local 1932. The esti-
mated ratio of this figure to that for cities of 2,500—30,000 is extra-
polated for other years by the relation between the cost in cities
of and that in cities of 30,000 or over. The resulting
ratio is applied to the estimated per capita cost, excluding educa-
tion, for cities of 2,500—30,000 to give operating expenditures per
capita for municipalities under 2,500. Total operating expendi-
tures are estimated by multiplying per capita cost by the popula-
tion figures.
Total urban population is obtained by subtracting from the
totals for the United States (Statistical A bstract) the estimated farm
population (Agricultural Situation). Population figures for cities
of or over are from Financial Statistics of Cities except for
1919 and 1921 when straight-line interpolation is used. The esti-822 PART FOUR
mates for cities under 30,000 are divided into those under 2,500 and
those of 2,500—30,000 on the basis of the ratios derived for Census
years and interpolated along a straight line for other years. Opera-
ting expenditures for 1919and192 i are estimated for the entire
group of cities under 50,000 by multiplying the population figures
by per capita cost, obtained by straight line interpolation of the
1918, 1920, and 1922 estimates.
Wages and salaries are estimated by the same method as for the
other city groups, the 1926 ratio to operating expenditures as given
in the Moslier and Polah report (see the notes to col. 6) being extra-
polated by the ratio in sample cities. The estimates for cities of
30,000—50,000 are made on the assumption that the relation be-
tween salaries and wages and operating expenditures is the same
for cities of 3o,ooo—50,000 as for those under 50,000.
The cities and years for which wages and salaries are available
for computing the ratio to operating expenditures are:
1919-21Jamestown,N. Y., Jackson, Miss., Pittsfield, Mass., Portsmouth, Va.,
Bangor, Me., Fredericksburg, Va., and Red Wing, Minn.
1921—23 The cities listed for 1919—21 except Jamestown; and, in addition, New
Castle, Pa.
1923—26 The cities listed for 192 1—23exceptPortsmouth
1926—27 The cities listed for 1921—23
1927—28 The cities listed for 1921—23 and, in addition, Jamestown
1928—29 The cities listed for 1927—28 except Portsmouth
1929—30 Pittsfield, Mass., New Castle, Pa., Waterloo, Iowa, Jamestown, N. Y.,
Wichita Falls, Texas, Dubuque, Iowa, Everett, Mass., Newport News,
Va., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,Oshkosh,Wis., Moline, Ill., Jackson, Miss.,
Bangor, Maine, Fredericksburg, Va., and Red Wing, Minn.
1930—31Thecities listed for 1929—30 except Bangor; and, in addition, Port
Arthur, Texas, Dearborn, Mich., Phoenix, Ariz., Everett, Wash., Plain-
field, N. J., Tucson, Ariz., Baton Rouge, La., Bellingham, Wash.,
Amarillo, Texas, and Joplin, Mo.
The estimates of wages and salaries in cities under ioo,ooo for
1932—38 are based on their ratio to salaries in cities of ioo,ooo or
over, the 1931ratiobeing extrapolated by the ratios of the respec-
tive sample figures. The list of cities included in the sample of
cities under ioo,ooo is available at the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, National Income Division.
Gol.Public education: for all years except 1937 and 1938, esti-
mated for (i)elementaryand secondary schools, (2)specialschools,GOVERNMENT 823
(3)higher schools. The basic data for the even school years 1918—36
are from the Biennial Survey of Education. The final calendar year
figures are weighted averages of those for school years with the
given year having a weight of 2 and the following year a weight of i.
r)Elementary and secondary schools: the salaries paid supervisors,
principals and teachers (also total expense figures) in day schools
in cities of 100,000orover are from Statistics of City School Systems
in the Biennial Survey of Education. The ratio of salaries to ex-
penses is applied in each Survey year to the total instruction ex-
pense at night, part-time, and summer schools for the same city
group, also reported in the Survey, to yield the salaries paid super-
visors, principals and teachers in these This procedure is
used for all years except 1934,forwhich the salaries of this group
in part-time schools are given in the Survey. In 1934alsothe figures
for cities in county units are not reported with those for other
cities. Data for the larger cities in county units are shown sepa-
rately and have been added to make the series comparable. The
1936 figures for cities in county units are based on their ratio in
1934tothe figures for other cities. Total salaries for inter-Survey
years are interpolated along a straight line.
The pay of other employees excluding janitors is the product of
the estimated number (see the notes to Table G 7) and the average
pay. Average pay for odd years since 1925isderived from National
Education Association sample data. Intervening year interpolation
arid extrapolation from 1925to1919areby the average pay of the
teaching staff.
School salaries in cities of 30,000—100,000,lo,000—3o,000, and
2,500—10,000areestimated by the same procedure as that outlined
for schools in cities of ioo,ooo or over, with the following excep-
tions: (a) salaries of other employees in cities of lo,000.—3o,ooo for
the Survey years before 1926 are obtained by applying the 1926
ratio of salaries to total auxiliary expense as reported in the Survey
to the comparable item for the earlier Survey years; estimates for
inter-Survey years are interpolated along a straight line; (b) for
cities of 2,500—10,000theaverage salary of other employees is
extrapoLated from 1925to1919bythe average salary in cities of
I0,000—30,000.
Salariesof teaching staffs in rural schools are estimated for Sur-
vey years by subtracting those for city day schools from the total824 PARTFOUR
for all public day schools. Estimates for inter-Survey years are inter-
polated along a straight line. Since the 1918 Survey figure includes
only teachers' salaries the salaries of supervisors and principals are
estimated by multiplying their number (see the notes to Table G 7)
by the average salary. The average salary is assumed to have the
same relation to the average salary of teachers as it does in city day
schools. The pay of other employees excluding janitors is the
product of their number (see the notes to Table G 7) and the
average pay. Average pay is estimated by applying to the average
pay of teachers, etc. in rural schools the ratio of the average pay of
other employees to that of teachers in cities of 2,500—10,000.
Salaries of administrative officers are estimated for all schools as
a unit by multiplying the number (see the notes to Table G 7) by
the average pay. Average pay for odd years, 1925—37,isderived
from National Education Association sample data; for even years,
1926—36, interpolated along a straight line; for 1919—24, extrapo-
lated by the average pay of the teaching staff.
Janitors' wages are estimated on the basis of total operating costs
of all schools reported in Statistics of State School Systems in the
Biennial Survey of Education and the ratio of wages to total cost
for those schools that report these items separately. Estimates for
inter-Survey years are interpolated along a straight line. For 1935
and1936 janitors' wages are estimated by multiplying the number
(see the notes to Table G 7) by the average wage, the latter extra-
polated by the average pay of other employees.
Bus drivers' wages are estimated to be 8.62 per cent of the total
cost of pupil transportation as reported in the Survey. For the
derivation of the percentage going to wages see the National Edu-
cation Association Research Bulletin, May 1938.
For1937and1938 wages and salaries in all elementary and high
schools combined are estimated by multiplying the number of em-
ployees (see the notes to Table G 7) by the average pay. Average
pay, computed for 1936, is extrapolated for and 1938 by
National Education Association data on employees and salaries in
city school systems. The NEA data are available for '937,
and 1939; estimates for intervening years are interpolated along a
straight line.
2)Specialschools: covers schools for blind, deaf, mentally defi-
cient, and delinquent children. Total pay is estimated by multiply-GOVERNMENT 825
ingthe number of employees (see the notes to Table G 7) by the
average pay. The average pay of the teachers is assumed to be the
same as that of teachers in public day schools; for attendants the
average pay of other employees excluding janitors is, used. The
1937 and 1938 estimates are assumed to be the same as the 1936.
3) Higher schools: negro land-grant colleges and universities are
estimated separately from other higher schools which include
junior colleges, normal schools, teachers' colleges, and universities.
Salaries of principals and instructors in normal schools and
teachers' colleges, reported for 1918—30 rn the Biennial Survey of
Education, are interpolated for inter-Survey years along a straight
line. Salaries of university teachers are estimated by multiplying
the number (see the notes to Table G 7) by the average salary.
Average salary is derived from Viva Boothe's Salaries and the Cost
of Living in Twenty-Seven State Universities and Colleges, 1913—
1932 (OhioState University Press, Nov. 1932). Total salaries for
universities and colleges are based on the estimated salaries for in-
struction and the ratio of total salaries to the salaries for instruc-
tion as rcported for land-grant colleges by the Office of Education
in their bulletins, Land-Grant Colleges and Universities, for 1925—
29. For the years back to 1.919 the 1925 ratio is used; for 1930, the
1929 ratio. For salaries other than for instruction in teachers' col-
leges and normal schools the ratio of salaries other than for ins truc-
tion and research to current expenditures excluding instruction, as
derived for land-grant colleges from the above mentioned bulletins,
is applied to the current expenditure figures for teachers' colleges
and normal schools reported in the Survey and interpolated for
intervening years along a straight line. For the years back to 1919
the 1925ratiois used; for 1930, the 1929 ratio.
For 1931—38 the estimates of faculty salaries are based on the
1929 land-grant college ratios of salaries to total expenditures.
Total ex]?enditures are reported for individual colleges and uni-
versities in the Biennial Survey of Education for 1932 and 1934. For
those that do not report expenditures but do report the number on
the faculty, salaries are estimated on the basis of the average salary
derived from the data for universities reporting both. Estimates for
library workers' and other salaries in 1932 also are based on the
1929 ratio for land-grant colleges and universities. For 1933 and
1934 the)? are obtained by multiplying the estimated number (see826 PART FOUR
the notes to Table G 7) by the average salary. The average salary of
library workers in 1932 is extrapolated to 1933 and'934 by the
average salary of the faculty. The average pay of other employees is
that of similar employees in elementary and high schools. The
extrapolation of the total wage and salary bill after 1934 is by
administrative and teaching salaries in elementary and secondary
schools in cities of or over.
Total wages and salaries in negro land-grant colleges and uni-
versities, 1926—2 9, are from the Office of Education bulletins, Land-
Grant Colleges and Universities. For other years salaries are esti-
mated by multiplying the number (see the notes to Table G 7) by
the average salary. Average salary is computed for 1926—29 and
extrapolated to 1919 and 1936 by the average salary in other higher
public education.
The description of the estimates for higher education is not valid
for 1929—38, since for these years we substituted estimates prepared
by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, National In-
come Division. However, as the above description is referred to
in the notes on the estimates of private education, we retained the
notes on our original estimates of salaries in higher public educa-
tion.
Cot io Total: sum of col. 5—9.
TABLE G 3
Pensions and Employee Compensation
PENSIONS
Col. .r Federal: estimates for 1929—38, from the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, National Income Division, and described
in National Income in the United States, 1929—35.For1919—28
they are the sum of (a) military and naval pensions, obtained from
the Veterans' Administration, (b) military and naval retirement
pay, extrapolated from 1929 by the pension figures, (c) civil retire-
ment pay extrapolated from 1929 by civil salaries.
Col. 2 State: difference between total pensions paid and pension
assessments; both are reported for the fiscal years igig and 1923—3 1
in Financial Statistics of States) but for 192' and 1922 only total
miscellaneous expense is reported and the 1921 figure does notGOVERNMENT 827
coverall states. The miscellaneous expense item in 192 iis raised
to include the states not reporting by the 1922 ratio of the total to
that for the states reporting in 1921. Pensions for these two years
are then estimated on the basis of the ratio of pensions to total mis-
cellaneous expense for 1919 and 1923, interpolated along a straight
line. Pensions paid in 1920 are interpolated between 1919 and 1921
by the total salary bill.
Pension assessments are combined with donations in the 1922
report. Donations are interpolated along a straight line between
1919 arid 1923. Pension assessments are obtained by subtraction.
The reported 1921 figure is raised to the total by the method used
for pensions paid. The 1920 figure is interpolated between 1919
and 1921 along a straight line.
The esi:imate for 1932 is obtained by raising the data for the 41
states reporting to the Bureau of the Census by the 1931 ratio of the
totals for all states to those for the 41 available in 1932 for both
paid and pension assessments. The extrapolation for
later years is by pension payments of sample states from data col-
lected by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, National
income Division.
Cot.County: for 1931 and 1932 from the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, National Income Division, as derived from
sample county pensions and the ratio of total county cost pay-
ments to sample county cost payments. The estimates for 1933—37
are extrapolated from 1932 by sample county pensions, collected
by the National income Division. The estimates for 1919—30 and
1938 are based on the county salary bill and the ratio of pensions
to salaries. The ratio, computed for 1931 and 1937, is extrapolated
for other years by the corresponding ratio for states and cities
cornbi necE.
Col..City)including public education: difference between pen-
sions paid and pension assessments; both are reported for cities of
30,000 or over for 1918 and 1923—3 1 in Financial Statistics of Cities,
but for 1920 and 1922 only total miscellaneous expenditures are
reported. For 1919—22 the method of estimation is similar to that
for states. Pensions, 1932—36, in cities of ioo,ooo or over are based
on data from Financial Statistics of Cities; for 1937 and 1938 they
are extra]?olated by sample data collected by the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, National Income Division. Pensions in828 PART FOUR
cities of 30,000—100,000 in 1931 are extrapolated through 1938 by
the sample for that city size group.
Pensions, 1919—31, in cities under are based on the salary
bill and the ratio of pensions to salaries. For 1931 the ratio for
cities of 3o,ooo—ioo,ooo is used and is extrapolated by the corre-
sponding ratio for cities of 30,000 or over. The 1931 estimate of
pensions is extrapolated through 1938 by the sample data of the
National Income Division, for that city size group.
CotTotal: sum of oM. 1—4.
EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION
Cal. 6 Federal: sum of col. 5, Table G 2, and col. i, above.
Cot.State: sum of col. 6, Table G 2, and col. 2, above.
Col. 8 County: sum of col. 7, Table G 2, and col. 3, above.
CotCity, including public education: sum of col. 8 and 9, Table
G 2, and col. 4, above.
Cot zo Total: sum of col. io, Table G 2, and col. 5, above.
TABLE G 4
Interest
Col. .r Public debt: for fiscal years, from the Annual Report of the
Secretary of the Treasury. Pairs of fiscal years are averaged to yield
calendar year figures.
Col. 2 Postal savings: for 1920 and later years, from the Annual
Report of the Comptroller of the Currency. The 1919 estimate is
derived by applying the interest rate to 1919 deposits (from
the same source). Pairs of fiscal years are averaged to yield calendar
year figures.
CotTotal federal: sum of col. 1 and 2.
Col.State: pairs of fiscal years are averaged to yield calendar year
figures after .the estimates are made. Net interest is the difference
between total interest paid and interest received.
Total interest paid lfl 1919 and 192 l—31 1S reported in Financial
Statistics of States. The 1921 figure reported is not a total and is
raised by the 1922 ratio of total interest to interest of the states
that reported in 1921. The 1920 estimate is based on the gross new
issues estimated by the Commercial and Financial Chronicle and
the ratio of the net to the gross increase as derived from data inGOVERNMENT 829
theBond Buyer, 1928. The 1932 estimate is based on the percent-
age change from 1931 to 1932 lfl interest payments of the 41 states
reporting to the Bureau of the Census in 1932. Extrapolation for
later years is by the interest payments of sample states collected by
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, National Income
Division.
Interest received in 1919 and 1923—3 1is reported in Financial
Statistics of States. The 1922 estimate is the product of total receipts
from rents and interest (Financial Statistics of States) and the ratio
of interest to them. This ratio, computed for 1923, is extrapolated
to 1921 by the ratio for states reporting in 1921, and interpolated
between 1921 and 1923 along a straight line. Total interest received
in 1921 is estimated on the basis of the percentage change from
1921 to 1922 in interest received by reporting states, as described
above. The 1932 estimate of interest received is based on the per-
centage change from 1931 to 1932 in receipts from highway privi-
leges, rents, and interest as indicated by partial data reported to
the Bureau of the Census. Estimates for later years are extrapolated
from 1932 by the sample data of the National Income Division.
Net interest in 1920 is estimated by applying to total interest
paid in 1920 the ratio of net to total interest paid in 1919 and 1921,
interpolated along a straight line.
Col.County: total interest paid by county governments in 1912,
from the Census of Wealth, Debt and Taxation, igi3; in
from Financial Statistics of State and Local Governments) 1932.
For 1922 and 1925—29 it is the difference between interest payments
of state and local governments as derived by the National Indus-
trial Conference Board and our estimates of state and city interest
payments. Intervening year estimates are interpolated by the sum
of state arid city interest payments.
The ratio for states and cities of interest received to total receipts
from highway privileges, rents, and interest is used to estimate
interest received in 1931. Receipts from highway privileges, rents,
and interest are reported in Financial Statistics of State and Local
Governments, 1932. Interest received in 1919—30 is estimated by
multiplying interest paid by the ratio of interest received to it,
computed for counties in 1931 and extrapolated to igig by the
corresponding ratio for states and cities.
Net interest is the difference between total interest paid andPART FOUR
interest received. For the years after 1931 both are extrapolated by
data for sample counties collected by the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, National Income Division.
Cot 6 City: payments by cities and all smaller municipalities in-
cluding other civil divisions. Total interest paid in 1931 is from
Financial Statistics of State and Local Governments, 1932, and is
estimated for 1912 and 1922 by multiplying the total debt out-
standing by the average interest rate. Total debt in 1912 is recorded
in the report mentioned above; that in 1922 in the Census of
Wealth, Public Debt and Taxation, 1922. The average interest
rate in 1912 is assumed to be the same as in cities of 2,500 or over.
The same figure is used for 1922 since the interest rate for larger
cities remained constant during the period. Interpolation between
1912, 1922, and 1931 is by the interest payments of cities of 30,000
or over as reported in Financial Statistics of Cities. For 1919 and
192 i, when no reports were issued, the method is similar to that
for states for 1920. For 1920, when the Census coverage was incom-
plete, the total for the cities that reported is raised by the average
of the igiS and 1922 ratios of all cities to those reporting in 1920.
Interest received is estimated on the basis of the ratio to interest
paid, derived for 1931 from Financial Statistics of State and Local
Governments, 1932, and Financial Statistics of Cities. In the
former, receipts from highway privileges, rents, and interest for
cities of 30,000 or over and for all other cities and civil divisions
are reported. From the latter we obtained the ratio of interest
received to receipts from highway privileges, rents, and interest
for cities of 3o,ooo or over and of 30,000—50,000. The ratio for the
latter is used also for cities with populations under 30,000. The
application of these ratios to the Census figures for receipts from
highway privileges, rents, and interest for cities of 30,000 or over
and for those of under 30,000 yields estimates of interest received
in 1931. The i 931 ratio of interest received to interest paid is
extrapolated to igi8 by the corresponding ratio for cities of 30,000
or over, estimated for 1918, 1920, 1922—3 1 from interest payments
and receipts recorded in Financial Statistics of Cities. Receipts
reported for 1920 are raised to include cities not covered. The
reported figure for 1922 includes receipts from highway privileges
and rents. To this is applied the estimated ratio of interest received
to receipts from highway privileges, rents, and interest computedGOVERNMENT 831
for 1922 from data for igi8, 1920, 1922, and 1923 in Financial
Statistics of Cities.
Net interest paid is the difference between total interest paid
and interest received. For 1919 and 1921 it is estimated on the basis
of the ratio of net to total interest paid. The ratios in these years
are by straight line interpolation between those for 1918, 1920, and
1922. For the years after 1931 only cities of ioo,ooo or over are
covered hi Financial Statistics of Cities. Net interest paid is com-
puted for these cities and used as an index for net interest of all
cities and minor civil divisions.
Go!. 'Total:sum of col. 3—6.
TABLE G 5
Total Payments to Individuals
Sum for each type of government of employee compensation
(Table C.and interest (Table GReliefpayments (given in




Difference between net changes in assets and in liabilities. Corn-
1)lcte figures are not available but information has increased
throughout the period. The estimates are therefore crude; year to
year changes are computed for comparable lists of items. Data on
security assets and the public debt of state and local governments
are reported for fiscal years only; calendar years are averages of
pairs of fiscal years.
Gol. i Federal, change in foreign security assets: see the notes to
col. 3.
Col. 2 Federal, change in other security assets: see the notes to col. 3.
Col.Federal) total change in security assets: federal security assets
and the fiscal years for which annual changes can be determined
are (i) foreign government securities and loans, 1918—39 (before
1920 tenned 'credits advanced for war purposes'), (2) capital stock
of the War Finance Corporation, 1918—20,capitalstock of war
emergency corporations, 1920—29,capitalstock of other govern-832 PART FOUR
ment corporations, 192o—29, otherobligations and securities,
1920—39, (6) proprietary interest of the United States in govern-
ment corporations, 1929—39, (7) federal securities held by United
States government trust funds and government agencies,, 1918—29,
(8) federal securities held by United States government trust funds,
1929—39, (g) state and local securities held by United States govern-
ment trust funds, 1930—39. All these items are given in the Annual
Report of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State of the
Finances.
Cot.State and local, change in security assets: the security assets
of state and local governments are their sinking fund holdings,
from the Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, plus
estimated other security investments. The investments of states,
other than state securities in sinking funds, in 1918, 1919, and
1923—3 1 are from Financial Statistics of States. The 1920—22 esti-
mates are obtained by applying to the estimated state debt in
1920—22 the ratios of such investments to state debt in igig and
1923, interpolated along a straight line; the 1932—37 estimates, by
extrapolating the 1931 ratio to debt by the ratio for city govern-
ments and applying it to the state debt for the respective years.
The 1938 estimate is extrapolated from 1937 by sinking fund
holdings.
Total state debt outstanding in igi8, 1919, and 1922—3 1 is from
Financial Statistics of States. The 1921 total is interpolated be-
tween 1919 and 1923 by the debt of thestates reporting in 1921.
The 1920 total is by straight line interpolation of the 1919 and
1921 figures. Estimates of state debt, 1932—36, are from Long-Term
Debts in the United States (Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce). Total debt of local governments is the difference between
the total debt of state and local governments (given in the Annual
Report of the Secretary of the Treasury) and the estimated debt of
state governments.
Financial Statistics of Cities shows the debt and security hold-
ings, other than sinking fund assets, of cities of 3o,ooo or over in
1919 and 1923—3 1, and of ioo,ooo or over in 193 1—36. Data for the
latter are utilized to extrapolate through 1936 data for the former.
The ratio of these security holdings to debt is computed for 1918
and 1923 to date; the 1918 and 1923 ratios are interpolated along a
straight line to yield estimates for 1919—22. The application ofGOVERN MtNT
these ratios to the estimates of local government debt yields secu-
rity holdings other than sinking fund assets.
Col.Total change in security assets: sum of col. 3 and 4.
Col. 6 Net value, public construction: the net change in real prop-
erty assets is assumed to equal the value of public construction less
the estimated depreciation on government fixed assets. The con-
struction figures are totals for federal, state, and local governments
as given in Construction Activity in the United States, 1915—37
(DomesticCommerce Series 99) and the Survey of Current Busi-
ness) August 1939. The depreciation figures are the current price
figures in Capital Consumption and Adjustment and unpublished
estimates for recent years, estimated similarly to the published
figures.
Ccl.Federal, change in public debt: net debt for calendar years,
from the Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury. The
change in debt during the year is the difference between the amount
outstanding at the end and at the beginning of the year.
Ccl. 8 State and local, change in public debt: net debt for fiscal
years, frc'm the Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury.
Averages of pairs of fiscal year figures yield calendar year-end fig-
ures. The change in debt for the calendar year is the difference
between year-end figures.
Col.Total change in public debt: sum of col. 7and8.
Ccl. to Net savings: col. 5 plus coL 6 minus col. g.
TABLE G 7
Employees
Ccl. iLegislative:estimates for 1929—38, from the Bureau of For-
eign and. Domestic Commerce, National Income Division, and
described in National Income in the United States, 1929—35.For
the earlier years the number is kept constant at the 1929 level.
Col. 2Judicial:see the notes to col. 1.
Col.Civil executive, including Post Office: see the notes to col. i
for estimates for 1929—38. The 1929 estimates of employees in the
Post Office Department and of other civil executive employees are
extrapolated to 1919 by the number given in the Annual Report
of the United States Civil Service Commission.
Col.Military:see the notes to col.i for estimates for 1929—38.834 PART FOUR
The number in the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard
is extrapolated to 1919 by the number of active military personnel
in the Army, the organized strength of the Navy, the active mili-
tary personnel of the Marine Corps (all given in the Statistical
Abstract), and the active military personnel of the Coast Guard
(given in the Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury).
Gol.Total federal: sum of col. 1—4.
Col. 6 State: estimated by dividing the total salary bill by the aver-
age salary. The average salary for 1926 is derived from the Mosher
and Polah report (see the notes to Table G 2, col. 6), adjustment
being made for part-time employment. It is extrapolated for other
years by the weighted average for sample states, the weights being
the 1926 employment figures in the Mosher and Polah report. For
the years before 1929 the sample is taken from data published in
state auditois' reports. For 1929 and later years questionnaire mate-
rial collected by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
National Income Division, is used.
The states and years for which average pay data are used are:
1919—21 New York (md. county employees) and New Jersey
192 1—26 New Jersey, California, Minnesota, Ohio, Texas, and Massachusetts
1926—27 New Jersey, California, Texas, and Massachusetts
1927—28 New Jersey and Massachusetts
1928—29 New Jersey, North Carolina, and Massachusetts
1929-30 Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Minnesota, Kansas, Delaware, Virginia, North Carolina, Montana,
Wyoming, Nevada, and Vermont
1930—32 The states listed for 1929-30 and, in addition, Michigan and Wisconsin
1932—33 The states listed for 1930-92 and, in addition, Maine, New Hampshire,
Iowa, and South Dakota
1933—34 The states listed for 1932—33 except Kansas
1934—35 The states listed for 1933—34 except Ohio
1935—36 The states listed for 1934—35 except Massachusetts and Michigan; and,
in addition, Indiana, Utah, and California
1936—37 The states listed for 1935—36 except Wisconsin; and, in addition, Ohio,
Michigan, Maryland, and Kentucky
1937—38 Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, Minnesota, Delaware, North
Carolina, Nevada, Indiana, Utah, Ohio, Illinois, Michigan, Maryland,
and Georgia
Cot. 7 County: the method is the same as that used for states. The
basic average pay figure, for 1926 from the Mosher and Polah re-
port (see the notes to Table G 2, col. 6), is extrapolated for 1919—25GOVERNMENT 835
and for 1927—35 by the average pay for state and city employees
combined. Extrapolation from 1935 on is by the average pay in
sample counties, derived from questionnaire material collected by
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, National Income
Division.
Col. 8 City: the method is essentially the same as that used for
states. Fox 1929 and later years employees are estimated separately
for city-county consolidations, cities of 500,000 or over, of 250,000—
500000, of 100,000—250,000, and under ioo,ooo. In each case the
average pay of the largest sample is considered to be the actual pay
for the group for the year that the sample covers and is extrapo-
lated by the samples for the other years. The sample data were
collected by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
National Income Division.
For the years before 1929 employees are estimated for all groups
of cities combined. The basic figures for average pay are for 1926
and 1929, the former derived from the Mosher and Polah report
(see the notes to Table C 2, col. 6), the latter from the estimates by
groups of cities. The cities used for interpolation between 1926 and
1929 and for extrapolation before 1926 are:
1919—2 1NewYork, Washington, D. C., and San Francisco
1921--25 New York, Washington, D. C., San Francisco, and Cincinnati
1925--27 New York, Washington, D. C., San Francisco, Cincinnati, and Kalama-
ZOO
1927-29 Wa!;hington, D. C., Cincinnati, and Kalamazoo
Col.Public education: sum of employees in i) elementary and
high schools, 2) higher education, 3) special schools.
x) Elementary and high schools: the number of administrative
employees as given in Statistics of State School Systems in the
Biennial Survey of Education is interpolated along a straight line
for the intervening years. Since the reported figure for is in-
complete, it is raised to the total by the 1934 ratio of the total to
those repo:rting in 1936.
The number of principals, supervisors and teachers in cities of
ioo,ooo or over, 30,000—100,000, 10000—30,000, and 2,500—10,000
is from Statistics of City School Systems in the Biennial Survey of
Education. Inter-Survey year estimates are interpolated along a
straight line. The number in rural schools is the difference be-
tween the Biennial Survey of Education figures for state day schools836 PARTFOUR
(from Statistics of State School Systems) and those for city day
schools (from Statistics of City School Systems). Interpolation for
intervening years is along a straight line.
The numberother employees excluding janitors and bus
drivers is estimated separately for the various city groups and rural
schools on the basis of their ratios to the number on the teaching
staff. These ratios are derived for odd years, 1925—37, from the
National Education Association sample data. The 1925 ratios are
used for the earlier years. Examination of the ratio of other em-
ployees to those on the teaching staff for the various groups of cities
reveals that the ratio declines with the size of the city. The ratio
used for rural schools was selected after inspection of those for
cities and is kept constant at 2 per cent for the entire period.
The number of janitors is obtained for odd years 1925733and
for '934 by dividing their total wages by the average wage. From
the National Education Association sample data for odd years
1925—37 the average wage figure for janitors is derived. It is ad-
justed by the ratio of actual per capita pay to sample per capita pay
of 'other' employees, the latter also derived from the National
Education Association data. The average wage for 1934 is inter-
polated by the average pay of other employees. The estimate of
janitors for 1925 is extrapolated back and that for 1934 forward
by the number on teaching staffs. For all other years the estimates
are by straight line interpolation.
The number of bus drivers is estimated by dividing their total
wage bill by the average wage derived from bus transportation
data.
For 1937 and 1938employeesin elementary and high schools as
a whole are estimated. The totals for 1936areextrapolated by
National Education Association data on the number employed in
schools covered in their surveys. The NEA data, available for 1935,
1937, and 1939, are raised to the total by their estimate of the
percentage coverage of the sample and interpolated along a straight
line to yield the extrapolating index of the number of employees.
2)Highereducation: from the Biennial Survey of Education the
number on the teaching staff is derived and interpolated along a
straight line for intervening years. In estimating the number doing
research and library work the assumption is made that per capita
pay.is the same as for teachers. These per capita figures divided intoGOVERNMENT 837
the estimated salaries for research and library work yield the num-
ber employed in these activities. The number of 'other' employees
is estima Led by dividing their total pay by the average pay of
'other' employees in public elementary and high schools. For
1932—34, however, the number on the teaching staff is used as the
index for the number of 'other' employees. For years after 1934 the
total of employees is extrapolated by the number of teaching and
administrative employees in elementary and secondary schools in
ci ties of 3o,ooo or over.
The preceding estimates exclude figures for negro land-grant col-
leges. The number on the latter's faculties are reported in the
Office of Education bulletins, Land-Grant Colleges and Universi-
ties. 'Other' employees in this group are assumed to have the same
relation to the faculty as they do in other higher educational
institutions.
rrhe description of the estimates for higher education is not
valid for 1929—38 since for these years we substituted estimates
prepared by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
National Income Division. However, as the above description is
referred ito in the notes on the estimates of private education, we
retained the notes on our original estimates of salaries in higher
public education.
3) Special schools: the estimate of employees in these schools is not
complete since it excludes Indian schools, which are combined
with Ala.skan schools, and employees other than teachers and
attendants. The number excluded is probably negligible.
For 19L8, 1922, 1927, and 1932 data are reported in the Biennial
Survey 01:Educationand include schools for the blind, deaf, feeble-
minded and subnormal, and delinquent. For inter-Survey years
interpolation is along a straight line. The number of employees
for 1932 is extrapolated through 1936 by the number of teachers
in public elementary and secondary day schools. For 1937 and 1938
the 1936 figure is used.
For th.e minor adjustments in the basic Survey data and for the
conversion of fiscal to calendar year figures see the notes to
Table G 2.